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Solutions
to Build
Your
Funnel
in the
New Year

4 PRODUCTS YOU SHOULD START SELLING
BEGINNING 2018
With the recent passing of the Modernizing Government Technology Act, it will not just be government
increasing their investment in new technologies in 2018. There is no better time than now to work with
customers as they migrate workloads to the cloud. Learn what to sell now that will open the door to more
sales and will build your cloud solution funnel.

Read on for details on UCaaS, CCaaS,
DaaS, Managed Firewall

UCaaS
We’ve seen companies that traditionally sold on-premise PBX systems suffer, think Avaya and Toshiba. Cisco
recently purchasing Broadsoft is a large indication that cloud UC is growing. According to the Broadsoft 2016
survey results, more than half of all business are expected to adopt UCaaS/Hosted PXB by 2020. Reasons
include legacy PBX systems can’t be replaced or upgraded with the same features a cloud solution offers,
broadband can accommodate it and mobility plays a huge factor in terms of employee productivity and user
experience.
Early stage adoption for Cloud UC has been largest with small business, but midsize and large enterprises are
quick to follow suit this year. It’s been noted that Enterprise companies’ key priority is enhanced user
experience with real-time communications on mobile. Look to specific UCaaS vendors that can help your
customers with mobile integration, specific to enterprise customers, native mobile integration
(an integrated mobile experience with device’s native mobile dialer).

Discovery Questions:
How much time is your IT team spending on maintenance of your current communication system?
What type of cloud communications provider makes sense for your company?
Are you looking for a cloud-first strategy, completely overhauling your infrastructure?
Or are you looking for a supplemental solution to your legacy systems with a hybrid implementation?
What tools or solutions are you utilizing/considering that need to integrate with a UCaaS solution?
Does the vendor have an out-of-the box integration or API to support this?
What types of privacy requirements or compliance do you need to adhere to?
This will help guide decision on public or private cloud.
What kind of connectivity does the company need?
Over public internet or direct connects to the cloud?
What are the company’s main concerns and reasons for looking at cloud voice?
Common concerns/reasons are: cost reduction, free up IT resources time/availability, scalability,
global reliability and user experience, mobile integration and streamlining vendors/billing.

Contact Center as a Service

(CCaaS)
The pace of technology and innovation is making it so customers expect 24/7/365 support and answers in
real-time. To no surprise, the days where aging analog systems or IVRs are acceptable within a call center
environment are gone, simply because they propagate low customer satisfaction. Nextgen technologies like
Artificial Intelligence and Chatbots are now common integrations to call center solutions, helping companies
transform their customer experience.
The end-users’ expectations are clear, yet IBM reports that only 36% of contact centers are currently able to
track the entire customer journey across multiple channels and only 17% can locate problems negatively
impacting the customer experience.
The end-user experience will remain of utmost importance, further supporting call centers need to transform
their environment through CCaaS solutions that enable web chat, virtual assistance, mobility and social
media. We expect to see more predictive marketing in these solutions, like mobile integration with highly
utilized apps, enhanced analytics and customer routing, intelligent escalations and self-service features.
Sophisticated CCaaS providers can support your customer’s journey to the call center of the future. Help to
identify immediate needs by asking the questions below.

Discovery Questions:
What are your key objectives and success metrics for increasing customer satisfaction?
Do you have an innovation plan when it comes to customer service?
What tools and vendors are you currently using to evaluate customer data and make decisions on?
What are features you wish your call center had, what would make your life easier,
save you time and money?
What channels are you currently on to assist your customers?
Based on recordings and customer insight, where are you customers feeling the most pain
in dealing with your company?
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Desktop as a Service

(DaaS)
According to Gartner, “By 2019, 50% of new virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
users will be deployed on DaaS platforms.”
Desktop as a Service (DaaS) is the next generation of Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) for organizations
having issues managing daily end-user computing, ensuring the proper use of internal computing resources
and controlling the costs of end-user computing. It offers companies the ability to maintain a
subscription-based and pay-by-device pricing model, with an easier method of deployment over traditional
VDI solutions with little, if any, upfront costs.
Part of ‘cloud computing’, the desktop operating systems run inside virtual machines within a CSP’s data
center. The CSP handles all back-end responsibilities of the data including storage, backup, security and
upgrades and then streams the virtual desktop over a network to customer endpoint devices and the client
accesses it through software or web browser.

Discovery Questions:
What are you currently doing to enable remote access?
Have you implemented virtual desktops? What are you trying to achieve with virtualization?
How much are you currently spending on VDI on premise? (Compute, storage, infrastructure)?
How much IT staff do you have and how much of their time is being spent on developing and
customizing desktops and maintaining with upgrades and data traffic?
Is your IT staff also managing the network and connectivity, are you facing problems with it?
What and how strict are your security and compliance regulations?
How often do you experience hardware issues?

Managed Firewall
Network and data security has taken top priority for CSOs and CIOs everywhere across every size
organization. Managed firewall solutions are the first line of defense that should be a no-brainer when it
comes to protecting the network and ensuring availability, preventing unauthorized visitors from accessing
your system.
Providers can supply the hardware or manage what a business already has. From there, a provider works with
the company to configure and install systems, provision and integrate devices, manage devices with ongoing
maintenance, upgrades and patch management. Service includes packet filtering, monitoring in real-time and
reporting/access to logs and activity.

Discovery Questions:
How much time and resources are you spending on addressing technology and network changes that
affect security and compliance?
Are your current IT resources responsible for the deployment and management of your firewalls?
Do current IT resources manage firewalls by blocking or rate-limiting certain applications or features,
by device?
Are you utilizing threat tools and systems to monitor suspicious activity? How many man hours is it
taking to evaluate and review what hits your network?
What other threat protection and prevention services are you paying for?

Make it a habit in the new year to include
security on all network sales.

No more naked circuits!

